REJECTABLE TREE

Competing Branch
Central Leader
Large Codominant Branches

This example of nursery stock has three codominant stems and one branch that is competing with the central leader. The codominant and competing branch interfere with the growth of the main stem in the center and should be pruned to suppress their growth and to promote the central leader.

CORRECTIVE STRUCTURAL PRUNING

Re-instated Central Leader
Prune here per notes

Competing stems were shortened, to improve tree structure. Cut back branch to a lateral branch that points away from the trunk and that is not pointing upright. Only large diameter branches need to be pruned because they are the ones that compete with the central leader.

ACCEPTABLE TREE

After pruning the tree has only one dominant stem and an improved crown structure. Before correction treatment the tree was rejectable. All pruning cuts shall be per current ANSI 300 standards, Part 1.

TREE CROWN OBSERVATION AND CORRECTION DETAIL